Abstract-Next generation neural recording and brain-machine interface (BMI) devices call for high density or distributed systems with more than 1000 recording sites. As the recording site density grows, the device generates data on the scale of several hundred megabits per second (Mbps). Transmitting such large amounts of data induces significant power consumption and heat dissipation for the implanted electronics. Facing these constraints, efficient on-chip compression techniques become essential to the reduction of implanted systems power consumption. This paper analyzes the communication channel constraints for high density neural recording devices. This paper then quantifies the improvement on communication channel using efficient on-chip compression methods. Finally, This paper describes a Compressed Sensing (CS) based system that can reduce the data rate by > 10× times while using power on the order of a few hundred nW per recording channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
M OORE'S law has predicted the scalability of integrated circuit and sensors in the past few decades. Technology scaling has enabled high-density sensor arrays which find applications in both the scientific and consumer domain. But unfortunately, battery capacity scaling does not follow such an aggressive trend. Battery energy density has stayed largely constant over the decade while transistors have doubled every two years. As a result, many modern sensors are forced to sample, process, and transmit more data within the power impoverished environment.
High density neural recording devices for neuroscience experiments and brain computer interfaces (BCI) are among the sensors that are facing these challenges. These systems call for high performance in power impoverished implanted environ-ments. The neural recording tools have significantly evolved from single electrode in the 1950s to multi-electrode array in the 1990s [1] , [2] . Technology further allows high density recording electrodes to be fabricated onto the same substrate as the acquisition circuitry [3] , [4] . The trend of high density electrode integration is expected to continue as researchers are currently designing silicon probes that contains > 1000 channels [5] . The researchers are also exploring the possibility of designing a distributed network of sub-100 μm recording devices that can float in the brain to record and stimulate the brain tissue [6] , [7] .
For neural recording devices, a system power consumption break down has shown that data readout/transmission accounts for the majority system power consumption [8] . Transmission power consumption is directly proportional to data rate: for a wired connection, dynamic power is consumed every time a transition occurs at the output of the circuit. For wireless channels, more power has to be consumed to transfer data at faster speed to maintain acceptable bit error rate (BER) [9] . Aside from battery energy and weight limitations, these implanted devices must also be low power to prevent heating of the surrounding brain tissue [10] . For implanted devices in human studies, Federal Communications Commission (FCC) also sets strict limit on the tissue specific absorption rate (SAR) allowed from an implanted device in human. The total power dissipation, which includes the system power dissipation, wireless output power, and inductive power delivered to the implants, must be bounded by the safety SAR.
Previously, many authors have investigated efficient on-chip compression methods for transmission data rate reduction [11] , [13] - [17] . In this paper, we demonstrate a power efficient compressed sensing technique to reduce communication data rate between the on-chip recording circuit and off-chip receiver. This approach guarantees high compression rate (> 10) while using low power digital circuit that occupies small chip area (< 0.11 mm 2 /channel, in 180 nm CMOS process) [16] , [17] . Unlike many previous compressed sensing systems, our system's sensing and signal recovery steps operate in real-time. Because of this feature, we can also monitor signal recovery quality in real-time. Signal recovery quality is directly related to compression rate. In a neural recording experiment, our system's compression rate can be dynamically adjusted to improve reconstruction quality. In Section II of the paper, we first discuss the need for an efficient on-chip data compression method by analyzing the transmission channel constraints. Then in Section III, we outline the alternative approaches that have been published in the past. In Section IV we introduce our compressed sensing approach using examples of public available in vivo recordings. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.
II. THE NEED FOR ON-CHIP DATA COMPRESSION
As the high density integration continues, the amount of data generated by the device also grows. A 1000-electrode silicon probe generates data on the order of 300 Mbps with each electrode sampling at 30 KHz while providing at least 10-bit resolution per sample. Transmitting such high volume of data dissipates a significant of power in both wired and wireless communication channels. In the rest of this section, we first analyze data transmission power consumption for both wired and wireless communication links. We then address how onchip compression can be used to reduce power consumption and improve overall system performance. Fig. 1(a) shows a typical setup for recording experiment using high density silicon probe [3] . The neural probe consists of recording contacts and application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) fabricated on the same silicon substrate. The recording contacts are inserted into the brain while the ASIC is placed outside of the skull. The recording contacts, equipped with active electrodes, amplify the signals before sending them to the ASIC for additional filtering and digitization. The ASIC then transmits the digitized signal through a short PCB trace (5 to 10 cm) to the head-stage, which then drives a long cable (> 10 m) to reach the computer.
A. Compression in Wired Data Transmission
In the wired recording setup, the power is typically delivered to the electronics through additional wires. Thus battery capacity and weight are not the major constraint in this setup. However, the power dissipation of the head stage and the ASIC still need to be low to avoid heat generation which could increase the temperature of the brain to cause tissue damage. The heat dissipation at the ASIC has to be kept low especially due to its proximity to the brain tissue.
The dynamic power consumption at the output of the ASIC can be calculated as
where C L is the load capacitance of the chip I/O, f is the data rate or clock frequency, and ρ t is the probability where a signal transition occurs at the output [18] . To compute dynamic power, we take ρ t = 0.5 and C L = 30 pF. The load capacitance includes wire bonding capacitance, connector interface and printed circuit board (PCB) trace (≈ 1 pf/cm) to the head stage.
Each electrode has to sample the signal at 30 KHz with 10 bits of resolution. A 1000-electrode silicon probe generates around data at rate of 300 Mbps. Using standard digital output drivers with 3.3 V power rail, the dynamic power consumption is calculated to be around 50 mW. To compare, we also estimated power consumption for the rest of the circuit. One electrode readout circuit typically consumes around 20 μW [3] . A linear extrapolation indicates that 1000-recording channels would consume around 20 mW. Therefore, the power consumed in wried transmission at high data rate accounts for 62.5% of the entire system power consumption. 50 mW of power consumption may also induce significant amounts of heat dissipation. Since silicon has high thermal conductivity, the heat may travel along the probe and increase the temperature of the brain tissue. The exact determination of the heat transfer is still an active area of study. Previous study has shown that 13 mW of heat dissipation by the ASIC in proximity of the electrode array induces around 1.3
• C [10] temperature increase in the tissue, which is higher than the maximum permissible temperature increase in the cortex of 1
• C. The power consumption in wired transmission is directly proportional to the data rate. Thus efficient on-chip compression method is important to reduce power consumption. With 10× compression rate, the power consumption can be decrease to 5 mW. As a result, overall system power consumption can decrease from 80 mW to 25 mW. Fig. 1(b) shows recording setup using wireless multielectrode array (MEA) and distributed miniature brain implants. Wireless communication method is commonly used for neuroscience experiment where the animal must perform free movement tasks [11] , [19] , [20] . They are also commonly used for human experiments such as prosthetics and brain computer interface (BCI). The miniature brain implants are the new generation of devices under research [6] , [7] . They are small enough to float within the deep brain to record neural activity and transmit the data wirelessly to the receiver outside of the brain. These devices are either powered through wireless power transfer or through a small battery carried by the animal. Hence, the wireless communication protocol must be power efficient to increase battery life, minimize RF radiation injected into the tissue, and avoid heating the brain tissue. Fig. 2 . System power dissipation has to be bounded within the safety SAR limit. The total transmitter output has to be bounded with safety EIRP limit.
B. Compression in Wireless Data Transmission

1) Constraints on Wireless
Channel: Ultra-wideband (UWB) has been proven to be an efficient band of communication for biotelemetry links [21] - [23] . There are two important constraints on the UWB biotelemetry channel of implant neural recording devices. They are the equivalent isotropic radiated power (EIRP) and the specific absorption rate (SAR). These factors are extremely important for human related experiments. EIRP is the limitation placed on the output power transmitted into free space. The FCC spectral mask in this spectrum is limited to ≤ −41.3 dBm/MHz of maximum EIRP, which is a function of the operational bandwidth (BW) of the wireless system. EIRP for a UWB communication system using the maximum or minimum, 7500 MHz or 500 MHz bandwidth is equal to 556 μW and 37 μW, respectively.
The SAR limits govern the energy radiated by the antenna absorbed and dissipated in the tissue and is described by
SAR is a function of the time derivative (d/dt) times the mass derivative (d/dm) of energy (W ) in the tissue. Mass (m) can be calculated as the density of the tissue (ρ) by its volume (dV ). Further derivations show that SAR can also be calculated as the product of the tissue conductivity (σ) and electric field (E) squared divided by density. The FCC SAR absorption limit is 1.6 W/kg in 1 g of tissue which limits the performance of the wireless link since it constrains the amount of RF energy dissipated in the system which can affect transmission range [24] . Tissue losses due to the inefficiency of the antenna design and transmission loss through tissue directly impacts the SAR results. As shown in Fig. 2 , the total loss from each block of the implanted system needs to be within the SAR safety limit.
Considering an implanted system with SAR calculated to be < 0.8 W/kg, with a limitation of 1.6 W/kg. This results in > 0.8 W/kg of safety margin that is now available to the other subsystems in the transceiver.
2) Analysis of the Wireless Channel Using Link Budget:
There are numerous considerations involved in optimization of the wireless link of an implanted device [9] . We create a link budget to effectively evaluate the wireless channel. Link budget is a method of calculating the communication channel parameters of power, gain, and losses in the system transmit and receive paths.
In the creation of the link budget the Friis equation for narrowband communication defines the received power as
Equation (3) is a function of transmit (G tx ) and receive (G rx ) antenna gains, operational frequency (f ), speed of light (c 0 ), distance between antennas (d), and transmit (P tx ) and receive (P rx ) power [25] . The path loss, attenuation of RF energy as it propagates through the wireless channel environment is expressed as
This expression can be enhanced by changing the exponent value of 2 to n, which takes into consideration the variability of the wireless indoor environmental including factors such as whether the antennas (transmit and receive) are in lineof-sight (LOS) or non-line-of-sight (NLOS) and number of barriers (walls, floors, and furniture) in the path [25] . We must also consider the statistical variation in the path loss. Thus, the refined path loss equation using the log-normal shadowing model is given by
where d 0 is the reference distance of the model, n is the path loss exponent. X σ is the log-normal statistical zero-mean variation parameter with a standard deviation of σ, both of which are indoor environment dependent. For wide band applications f becomes the geometric mean (f ) of the upper frequency (f U ) and lower frequency (f L ) in the bandwidth
The received power equation for wide band applications (including the geometric mean of the frequency range), in logarithmic form, is now complete and given as
With path loss simplified into three parts, bandwidth PL(f U , f L ), distance/environment PL(d, n), and statistical PL(σ) dependent components given by
3) Effects of Compression on the Wireless Channel:
The impact of compression on the wireless channel can be evaluated when looking at the performance improvements to range, EIRP and SAR. For instance, with 10× compression rate, a 100 Mbps data stream can be reduced to 10 Mbps. Reduction of data rate has a signification improvement to the overall system link. The receiver sensitivity, the minimum power level required at the receiver in order to detect the signal, is a function of the thermal noise level of the receiver (k · T · BW), where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the system temperature in Kelvin (assumed to be 290 K for this calculation), bandwidth of the system (B), the noise figure (NF) of the receiver, and required signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a particular bit error rate and modulation technique. SNR is a function of energy required per bit (E b ), thermal noise in 1 Hz of bandwidth (No), system bandwidth (B) and system data rate (R b ) and is given by
For an expected bit error rate (BER) of 10 −6 using Phase Shift Keying (PSK) in a system results in a (E b /N o ) ratio of 10.5 dB, as described in Fig. 3(a) . Fig. 3 (a) also shows that a reduction in data rate results in an improved sensitivity of the receiver, allowing it to receive lower power signals that have been attenuated due to path loss. This benefit reduces the transmitter output power requirements at a given distance.
To visualize the performance improvement in the communications link we use equation (7) to plot the received power versus distance for a given link (implanted transmit antenna to a receiver located several meters away). With assumptions for the transmit and receive antenna RF performance based on prior modeling and simulations we consider two data rates of interest, 10 Mbps and 100 Mbps. From the link budget perspective, the received power meets the sensitivity level requirements of the 100 Mbps system and results in a transmission distance < 2 m, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . With 10× data compression at 10 Mbps, the same power at the transmitter can extend communication range to 5 m. This model assumes a non-line of sight communication channel in the UWB bandwidth of 7500 MHz and bit error rate of 10 −6 . Also shown in Fig. 3(b) , with compression, a 10 dB reduction in transmit power can still achieve the desired transmission distance of < 2 m. Furthermore, with reduced power, the SAR margin improves significantly.
In summary, this section establishes that implanted wireless electronics are bounded by FCC limitations of SAR. This limitation bounds the amount of transmitted power available in the implanted system. Also, when considering the UWB spectrum as the communication channel of choice, a variation on the standard Friis equation must be used to extend its use to wide bandwidth communication systems. With this refined version of the Friis equation and various aspects of the communication channel path loss, we have plotted received power for two data rates (10 Mbps and 100 Mbps) to show that transmit power can be reduced by around 10 dB when using compression techniques to reduce data rate.
III. PREVIOUS ON-CHIP COMPRESSION SYSTEMS
As demonstrated in previous section, efficient on-chip compression is essential in optimization of communication channel and reducing its power consumption. Previously, on-chip wavelet transform processor was used to first transform the neural signals into their wavelet representation [12] , [26] . The processor then applies thresholding which only allows most significant wavelet coefficients to be transmitted off-chip. Although on-chip wavelet transform achieves high compression rate (CR), its implementation requires large hardware resources due to the implementation of DSP operations for the filter banks. Additional memory blocks also need to be inserted between different levels of the wavelet transform for data storage. These additional components increase the area of the chip. Hence, due to large area requirement, wavelet transform is not scalable for high density neural recording systems. A detail analysis on hardware resource of the wavelet transform can be found in [12] and [16] .
Many prior multi-electrode array designs also relied on spike detection and windowing techniques to reduce transmission bandwidth [11] , [13] , [14] , [27] . After a spike is identified through a threshold crossing detector, a small 1-2 ms long window around each spike is retained. This event based compression method achieves a decent CR for electrodes with sparse neuronal firing rates. When the aggregate firing rate of all detectable neurons is high (e.g., > 150 Hz), however, the CR is greatly reduced. Furthermore, since the original signal is lost forever, there is no way of correcting for any lost spike or a change in threshold. A detail comparison of the previous work can be found in [16] .
A number of CS systems were also developed in the past [8] , [28] - [30] . The advantage of CS system is that the sensing operation can be efficiently implemented on-chip. It also allows user to choose suitable dictionary to recovery signal. These sparsifying dictionaries can be optimized for different tasks such as spike recovery, clustering or classification. Fig. 4 outlines considerations to design a CS system. On-chip wise, the neural signal is compressed through multiplication with sensing matrix, A, of size M × N . A random Bernoulli sensing matrix consists of random distribution of −1 and 1. It is often the most optimal choice due to the simplicity of implementation. The sensing operation of a random Bernoulli matrix costs less hardware resources than other random matrices (e.g., Gaussian random matrix). It can be implemented efficiently without using any multipliers. Since the matrix can only have two values, each entry in the matrix can be represented with a single bit. Implementing one row of the matrix requires only one accumulator. When the corresponding matrix row entry is a 1, the accumulator adds the signal to the accumulated value. When the corresponding matrix row entry is a 0, the accumulator subtracts the signal from the accumulated value. Additionally, a number of sensing matrix optimization techniques could also be used to improve reconstruction quality, while constraining the on-chip sensing matrix to have only entries of −1 and 1 [31] , [32] .
Previous work of the on-chip sensing block can be classified into two major categories: analog implementation and digital implementation. Analog implementation performs multiplication and accumulation using analog switches and integrators [28] - [30] . Digital implementation moves the multiplication and accumulation step to the digital domain after A/D conversion [8] , [16] , [17] . Analog implementation saves power of the ADC, while digital implementation occupies smaller area and less prone to mismatch. Several works have also analyzed both architectures' power efficiency [8] , [33] . For high density neural recording probe, the digital implementation is more advantages due to smaller chip area.
During signal recovery, off-chip system has to receive the compressed value (y), and reconstruct the signal (x) through solving a convex optimization problem using basis pursuit (BP).
BP algorithms are computationally intensive. Thus, for realtime applications, greedy algorithms such as the matching pursuits are preferred over BP [34] , [35] . The reconstruction process also utilizes a sparsifying dictionary, D, where the neural signal, x, can be represented with only very few coefficients. Choice of sparsifying dictionary is an important step, as CS compression rate and recovery quality is closely related to sparsity. The number of compressed measurement needed for exact reconstruction, M , has to be greater than the theoretical bound [36] 
where S is the sparsity of the signal in the sparsifying dictionary. L is the number of columns of the sparisfying dictionary and C is an arbitrary constant. Previously, discrete wavelet and Gabor dictionaries are commonly used as sparsifying dictionary. But the compression rate fails to increase above 2× while guaranteeing acceptable signal reconstruction quality [37] .
IV. SIGNAL DEPENDENT COMPRESSED SENSING SYSTEM
In our previous work, we addressed the disadvantage of previous CS systems by introducing a signal dependent sparsifying dictionary [16] , [17] , [38] , [39] . In neural recording experiment, a recording electrode detects neural action potentials (aka spikes) from one or more neurons in its proximity. Every neuron's spike seen at the electrode is unique and is determined by the neuron's morphology and its relative location to the electrode. Based on this property, neuroscientists could separate and label the recorded spikes to corresponding neurons. From a compression point of view, if we know the shape of the action potential then we can train a dictionary to sparsely represent spikes and other signals seen at this particular electrode. Previously we have shown that signal dependent dictionary allows more compact representation of the neural action potential compared to commonly used time-frequency dictionary such as wavelet and Gabor transform. As a result, we can achieve > 10× compression rate while guaranteeing signal reconstruction quality and spike clustering accuracy. We demonstrate our approach in this section.
A. Learning a Dictionary
Sparse dictionary learning is a process where a dictionary is constructed to represent a set of training data using very few dictionary items. That is, given a training dataset W = {w P i i =1 }, where w i ∈ R N , Dictionary learning finds a dictionary, D, to minimize this objective function
where D ∈ R N×L is the signal dependent dictionary. P denotes the size of the dictionary and v i ∈ R L is the sparse vector representing the training data w i in D. s 0 is the bound on the Given that the neuron registers unique action potential shape at the recording electrode, a good collection of training data needs to include these characteristic shapes. In this example, we use first 8 s of extracellular recording from a hippocampus of a rat as our training data. The rest of the 5-minute data are then used for testing. This recording is carried out using a tetrode experiment setup. We only consider recording from one of the electrode in this example. We refer the reader to our previous work for compression techniques related to multi-electrode recording [17] , [39] . The training data is used to train an over-complete dictionary, D, of size 64 × 5000. Examples of the dictionary items are also shown in Fig. 5 . There are many dictionary learning algorithms that can perform this task. The K-SVD algorithm is the most commonly used dictionary algorithm due to its simplicity and fast speed [41] . Therefore, in this example we used K-SVD to train our over-complete dictionary. In our previous work, we have also developed an unsupervised dictionary learning framework that embeds spike spectral clustering and group structures. This algorithm gives the best performance for neural signal reconstruction [39] . The code for this dictionary learning method is available at our lab's homepage [42] . Hence, with more the compression, less hardware resources are utilized. The digital accumulators can also be implemented efficiently using digital circuit operating at neural signal Nyquist rate of 25 KHz. Our previous chip shows that 25 CS Channels with SPI interface consumes around 0.83 μW at 0.53 V DD [17] .
B. On-Chip Sensing
Note that CR is also dependent on number of bits in the digitized samples (x) and the compressed measurements (y). Detail studies on reconstruction quality with respect to the number of bits in the compressed measurement can be found in [8] , [33] , and [43] . These results have shown that the resolution of the compressed measurement does not affect the overall reconstruction quality significantly at low M . In our implementation and analysis in this paper, the number of bits is the same (10 bits) for both the digitized samples and the compressed measurements. In term of implementation, a 14-bit accumulator is used to accumulate the 10 bits sampled values to avoid overflow. During data readout, only the 10 MSBs of the accumulator are transferred out of the chip for recovery.
C. Off-Chip Signal Reconstruction
After receiving compressed samples, y, at the receiver, we can solve for sparse vectorv, the approximation to the sparse representation of x in the sparsfying dictionary, D
Withv, we can then reconstruct the estimate for the neural signalx = Dv (13) wherex is the reconstructed neural signal. Fig. 7 illustrates the recovered signal and the original signal. The recovered sparse vector,v, and the corresponding dictionary item are also shown in this figure. This is at a compression rate of 10.7×, where only 6 compressed samples are transmitted. Both the spikes and the inter-spike variation are well reconstructed using the trained dictionary. A number of methods can be used to solve the optimization problem in equation (12) [34]- [36] . For real-time reconstruction, matching pursuit methods are preferred [34] , [35] . Matching pursuit approximates the solution to equation (12) by solving the following objective function: The reason we choose greedy pursuit method rather than convex optimization is to prioritize computational speed for realtime reconstruction. We implemented the orthogonal matching pursuit using MATLAB on an Intel Core-i7 computer with 16 G RAM. The reconstruction time for each of the spike window is less than 2 ms, less than a typical duration of a spike.
We use the metric signal to noise and distortion ratio (SNDR x ) to measure reconstruction quality. Subscript x denotes that SNDR is calculated with the knowledge of the original signal. It is defined as
where x i is the ith window in the neural recording, belonging to a recording with total T windows, andx i is the reconstructed spikes from compressed measurements. The SNDR x for the signal shown in Fig. 7 is 12.5 dB.
D. Reconstruction Quality Evaluation
One of the downsides of previous CS work is that there is no mechanism to measure the reconstruction quality in real-time. This is simply because they have no knowledge of the original signal when the chip only transmits the compressed samples. The end users therefore have no knowledge on how well the recovered signal resembles the uncompressed neural data.
The inability to measure reconstruction quality also affects performance of our signal dependent dictionary CS approach. During a long term recording, electrode shifting may cause the recorded spike shape to change. In other cases, a previously quiet neuron might start firing action potential when they are activated during a certain task in the experiment. A signal dependent dictionary in the CS framework needs to be adaptable to accommodate changes in the neural signals that may occur during the recording. Without adaptation, the recovery quality would degrade over time because the learned dictionary can no longer represent spikes sparsely. To address this challenge, we introduce a mechanism to measure reconstruction quality in real time. Due to the inability to calculate SNDR x , we calculate signal to noise and distortion ratio measured in compressed domain (SNDR y ) as the metric for recovery performance. SNDR y is defined as
where y i is the CS measurement of ith window within a neural recording containing total of T windows, andŷ i is the CS measurements estimated from the recovered spikex i . When a signal is not well reconstructed, the reconstruction error can also be reflected in the CS measurements after a linear mapping using the sensing matrix, A. Intuitively, a dictionary, D, is trained to represent specific spike shapes. But when spike shapes vary, the signal can no longer be represented sparsely in this dictionary. Therefore, when we try to find the solution to equation (14) using the old dictionary, it is going to find the s 0 coefficients that best represent the signal. But since this new signal can no longer be represented sparsely, s 0 coefficients are no longer enough to represent it. Therefore, a larger error would exist between y and y, leading to reduced SNDR y measurement. It is also important to know that SNDR y is an average measurement that computes over T spikes. The larger the T value, the more correlation it has with SNDR x .
To verify that SNDR y can effectively be used as a metric to measure recovery quality, we must show that these two metrics are highly correlated. In our previous work, we calculated the SNDR x and SNDR y correlation using a 15 week silicon probe chronic recording setup [17] . In this fifteen week long recording experiment, a high density recording array containing 32 electrodes on a single shank (70 μm wide) is implanted in the thalamus of a rat's brain when it is under anesthesia. We acquired one minute of raw data from the implanted electrodes every week for fifteen weeks. We then calculated SNDR x and SNDR y values for every electrode for each week with CR = 8. Fig. 8 is taken from our previous work to demonstrate the result. In Fig. 8 , a regression analysis between SNDR x and SNDR y results in F (1, 206) = 2.59 × 10 31 and P < 10 −9 , suggesting a strong linear relationship between two metrics, SNDR x and SNDR y . Therefore, we could use SNDR y as a real-time metric to evaluate signal recovery quality.
E. Dictionary Update Using Compressed Measurement
Instead of measuring SNDR y and update the dictionary using raw signal, we can also adapt the dictionary using the compressed measurements y. The objective function of dictionary learning from the compressed measurements can be formulated as
where λ is the regularization parameter and v is the sparse vector. The objective function of dictionary learning is to find the dictionary that can recover the signal well (by minimizing l 2 norm of representation error) and force the representation to be sparse (by regularizing the l 1 norm of the sparse coefficients). Note that different sensing matrices A i should be adopted for different training data to capture all the information when projecting the training signals onto one low dimensional subspace.
As pointed out in [45] , the sparse coding step could be simply modified by changing the dictionary D to AD and we just need to derive a dictionary update scheme for equation (18) . By rewriting the objective function, we could get the dictionary update asd
where d k is the k-th dictionary atom of D, v i,k is the k-th value of the sparse coefficient vector a i , andŷ k i = y i − A i j =k d j v i,j . For more details, readers could refer to [45] .
We evaluate the performance of dictionary learning from compressed sensing measurements (DL-CS) both qualitatively and quantitatively. Using Easy2 and Difficult2 datasets from the Leicester neural signal database [44] , we compare the performance of dictionaries learned by dictionary learning from full length signal (regular DL), DL-CS, and fixed DWT transformation. As seen in Fig. 9 , we show the recovery performance of learned dictionaries at different compression ratio (CR). It can be seen that regular DL has superior recovery performance (e.g., above 10 dB) and improves dramatically when we acquire more measurements. For DL-CS, the recovery result looks very noisy when the CR is as high as 10 due to the loss of information during the compression process. As CR becomes higher, the recovered signal starts to present the shape of the desired signal and gradually capture the geometric features of the signal while still having some artifacts. Nevertheless, DL-CS consistently outperforms DWT dictionary for its recovery performance. Thus, DL-CS could be used as a viable alternative for training a dictionary with good recovery performance without the need of training the dictionary at full acquisition rate. This enables the potential of having a continuous online dictionary Fig. 9 . Recovery results of a single spike using different dictionary choices at different CRs. The recovery results are measured using SNDR (dB). The groundtruth is plotted in blue and the recovered signal is plotted in red.
learning system for neural recording. In the future, we will explore the performance DL-CS for classification tasks.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide an analysis on the communication constraints for high density neural recording devices. The analysis shows that an efficient on-chip compression is essential to minimize power and heat dissipation at the recording sites. We then show that using signal dependent compressed sensing approach, we can provide around 10× compression to the data rate with very efficient digital implementation. The implementation only requires 6 digital accumulators operating at signal Nyquist frequency of 20-30 KHz. Based on our previous implementation, we estimate the power consumption of this system to be 0.2 μW. With linear interpolation, the compression system for 1000-electrode system will only consume 0.2 mW.
With 10× compression, for the same 1000-electrode system, the power consumption for a wired data transmission can be reduced from 50 mW to 5 mW. For a wireless system, reduction from 100 Mbps to 10 Mbps data rate means we can extend the transmission distance from 2 m to 5 m with same power at the transmitter. We can also use 10 dB less transmitter power to reach the same distance of 2 m. Thus we can limit the radiation injected into the tissue and increase the SAR margin.
Another key feature of our system is the ability to operate in real-time. CS reconstruction is lossy. The reconstruction quality is directly related to compression rate. In our system, real-time sensing, reconstruction, and quality measurement give user instant feedback on the quality of the CS reconstruction. This feature allows the user to find the most optimal compression rate for the recording experiment.
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